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Hi friends, my name is M.T. Black and I am one of the creators of the Elminster Guide to Magic. Thank you so much for having a look at our product! We were thrilled with how well it was received. As for using Elminster's name, it was a bit controversial with a small number of people who believe that only Ed should write about Elminster. Obviously, I don't
share that view, but I sympathize with it. I will say that we worked very hard to capture Elminster's voice, and that my appreciation for the character of certaily grew through the process. One thing you might consider. The popularity of RD is exploding with 5E, and there are a lot of new people coming into the game now. IME, most of these people won't buy old
edition products, and its also less likely that they'll pick up FR novels (since they're not actively promoting WOTC at the moment). Given this, it is possible that our product will go a little way towards introducing this new generation of players to Elminster. Also consider that our book is currently #1 on the DMs Guild charts, which means that Elminster's name is
now front and center. It's not that bad, is it? Thank you again, and stay good! Page 2 my days of in-depth spell reviews are over, but I'll take a quick hit. In the end, you need to weigh the cost of this supplement compared to the official one. It's only $9 or so, and has a lot more spells than what came with elementary evil. One of the main complaints I've had
with other people putting out spells, and also is that they assign a level for a spell in 5e, but don't list which classes can use it. This usually happens when people release their first stuff on GILDEY DM or they just let out like 5 spells or less and they make the assumption that people will figure out where to put it. In other cases, such as the addition of zahara,
the author does not specifically assign spells to classes, as he worries about getting over the classes, having too many options open to them (very reasonable concern). These people didn't do that well, but given the breadth of spells, if they were I'd be upset strongly. But let's get to the meat tips for young masters : A waste of my time (but not necessarily
others). His light flutters to give young players a hint of how to use spells. However, for the audience hunting for GILDIA DM, I'm not going to say that you'll find many of the unprepared. However, it's good to do this kind of thing, and sometimes they mention things (like new spells in SCAG) that can help a returning player just in the next 5e (like someone who
hasn't read the rules about concentration). Also, trying to break all spells into four types without breaking the fifth wall. ... spells that don't fit into the type. Spelling indices: Well laid out. that's one of the things I've tried to do to make the community easier to use to make a list of spells that defines good spells in other other Guild Authors works (all of which
except Crash... . I don't know) and then put the symbol next to the spell for a link to the resource. I did this in my full Red Book Spelling Strategy. In some cases, this means choosing between different versions of the same spell.... however, if I find some of these balanced with similar ones from other books, I can put a character for both to let the DM choose
which version they like. SpellsOk, for this section I will compare a couple of spells very quickly that I have already written in my own stuff. My smaller ironguard compared to the ironguard of this guide is smaller. This version allows you to place this spell on others, as it is a touch spell. My version is just self. However, this version has a reliance on
concentration, and mine is not (it was on purpose, as I believe it is one of the few spells that should be fire and forget). After all, this means that my version is more versatile for someone like abjurer for personal protection, and some may say more dangerous in the game due to lack of concentration. Another, however, has the ability to buff someone else so
that someone else can make someone else able to handle dangerous situations for them. Mine has at higher levels that states if the Level 8 spell slot is used, then the magic metals are also ignored, while this guide instead introduces a new level 7 spell simply called Ironguard. The difference in level is not the main thing (i.e. my 8th, this is the 7th one), but
creating a whole new spell is something I would say to build on. This makes this choice more difficult for people who have a limited number of known spells. Next, I mentioned someone created Beltin's Burning Blood already (this one is actually common in many Realms DM Guild spell lists), so I created a variation called Beltin's Burning Blood Blight. I'll
compare my Beltyn's Burning Blood Blight with this guide to Burning Blood Spell. The spell of this guide has a much larger range of 120 feet compared to my 60 feet. In addition, the version of this manual does not require the injured person to have already received open wounds, and does not indicate that the creature must specifically have blood (my
indication is that the undead are immune and that certain types of creatures, such as elementals, are immune). In addition, the spell of this guide deals more damage to 1d8 v/s 1d6 acid and fire each round. It also lasts longer (1 minute vs mine time 3 rounds) and they get to save each round and make a save not end of the spell (my if you do keep the spell
ends, although the save is done with a -3 penalty). However, the spell of this guide requires a charmer to maintain concentration. My version of the spell has the added bonus, in that it can From the original person hit anyone within five feet with open wounds, so he does less harm overall, but there may be a few spell effect areas. Personally, since the person
gets the save to discard the effect of each round, forcing concentration on this spell spell Tedious. It has to be fire and forget. All this is not really broken, its just a different interpretation. This spell has something that needs to be fixed in my view however. Its AT HIGHER LEVELS is a piece in which for each spell slot of level 5 or above the damage increases
by 1d8 (so that the 9th level of blood burning per person will do 6d8 fire and 6d8 acid damage to the affected person each round for up to one minute). Given that the level of the spell does not affect the DC spell it will get real unpleasant. My variation is more similar to this below, making it more of an area of spell useful for performing minor damage
permanently to larger groups that shouldn't be in the blast radius. When you cast this spell using a 5th level or higher spell slot, the number of rounds duration and the number of initial goals infected as an increase of 1 to a slot level above 4th (so that at level 9, this spell will infect 6 targets for 8 rounds each). All initial targets should be within 60 feet of each
other. (original source of Forgotten Adventures Realms) For one thing that I didn't do the equivalent, let's look at ANYSPELLThis very well done and I commend them for one thing in particular. YOU SHOULD READ A SPELL FROM A SCROLL OR A MASTER'S SPELL. So, it's not a spell that you can just on the fly to use, if you're specifically bookmarking
where to get it, there's a haversack that can pull out specific pages placed in the scroll tube, etc... so any master who wants to use this, I would personally decide to list them a few spells that they would be prepared to do on the fly. Of course, anything they could do over time would not be a problem. Now I'm going to compare two cantrips of similar thinking,
but different mechanics... But both are cantrips. The first will be my cantrip lifeleech blade compared to this guide in the cantrip of Astral Seal. Since I can do this without problems, I will rearrange my lifeleech blade Lifeleech Bladenecromancy cantripCasting Time: 1 actionRange: 5 feetComponents: V, M (weapons, special)Duration: Instant As part of the
action used to cast this spell, you have to make a melee attack with a weapon against a single creature within the range of the spell, otherwise the spell fails. When hit, the target suffers from a normal impact of the attack, plus the target inflicts 1d4 necrotic damage. Caster is healed by one-third of the damage done (rounded down, so 1 or 2 points of damage
0 healing points, and 3 or 4 points of damage to 1 point of healing). Spells or effects that increase this necrotizing damage do not increase this amount of healing. Damage to this spell increases by 1d4 when you reach Level 5 (2d4), level (3d4) and Level 17 (4d4), respectively increasing the amount of healing. It should be noted that this can only be applied to
one melee weapon for one action used. Compared to the aforementioned astral seal. An astral seal is a range effect (only 10 feet) that causes 1d6 radiant damage (and increases by 1d6). However, however, Ally (stress next) to hit the target with the attack roll gets a time point of impact equal to half the radiant damage done. This can be up to the triple point
of the kick above. In this way, it becomes a decent cantrip for healing party members randomly (providing them with a buffer to hit the dots). However, it is broken in that it does not indicate how long these time points of the last blow. Because time points can raise you above the full maximum point of impact, this becomes dangerous. Some loviatar cleric can
work something in which they take prisoners thrown repeated use of this cantrip on the prisoner and then just slap them.... all just to give them a few extra time punch points per day (at low levels, it's pretty effective since you could party capture creatures like kobolds and use yourself to put extra time points hitting the whole dungeon). Also, between the two
spells, the astral seal is stationery only, while the lifeleech blade is a wizard, a sorcerer, and a sorcerer (so most wizards/sorcerers/sorcerers don't want to be in melee). Next, let's look at The Undead With a Spell ability (I mean, I have a similar spell of The Undead With Cantrip.... which is so much different that I won't compare them, but I'll show it just to give
the concept). I must first indicate that this is a Level 6 spell. Thus, most foundries will be able to do this effect only once a day. With this spell, you give the undead servant the opportunity to hand out a spell you know (without a level limit) once before you perform a long rest, and give up the spell slot of that level. It makes for a decent hey, guard me while I
sleep at the end of the day spell. He also makes a great spell of murder when thrown to say the undead mouse sent to sneak in and kill. However, one thing that most will not notice.... its also a good way to get around the rules of concentration. You give a spell of the undead mouse in your pocket before some meeting where you want a few powerful
amateurs on the spot.... put some positive effect on yourself, requiring concentration and them doing the same. Also, in theory, if you can somehow get spell slots, you can repeat this and each mouse raise buffs at the same time. Another option is to have these mice have multiple attack spells, such that you can zip invisibly, and undead mice release multiple
attacks or defense spells in one round. In fact, one of my old favorites is easy to perform with this spell in 5e.... There's one mouse with cloudkill and another with a wall of force... Release both at the same time and capture a 20 foot diameter area (perhaps the whole lot). Mice can even lie there looking dead, so If there are a few other rat skeletons around...
the party may not even understand who is concentrating on the spell. What I highly recommend as some sort of fix is that the undead cannot be infused with spells with concentration requirements. Another fix would not be caster to have more than one spell infused with the undead or any OTHER TIME (in case someone does infuse the build with a spell
ability or fill familiar with spell abilities, for example). Then just for a smirk, presenting my somewhat version of this (please tear it apart... everyone can always use good criticism) Imbue Undead with Cantrip5-level necromance spellCasting Time: 1 minuteRange: touchComponents: V,S, MDuration: 8 hours The Charmer of this spell can provide the undead
creature using a particular cantrip that they are able to throw. As a result, the spell charmer temporarily forgets how to throw the cantrip itself. Cantrip so learned can only be one that makes a kick point of damage, and the undead can attack with their own bonus attack spell. However, the undead is less effective with the cantrip, treating the effects as if it were
the nature of half of its level (rounded down) so that the 11th level of the caster placing this spell on the undead would allow the undead to throw a cantrip as if it were level 6. At the end of the spell, the charmer can once again throw this cantrip itself. Overall, I can see where these spells can use improvements, but I also made cherries pick some that
sounded dangerous. I haven't read it all. As I glanced through it though, the biggest worries for me were on higher levels of pieces. Some were OK, others, not so much. So, I would say to the players: Yes, you have a free reign to use this... Lol.. I would say to the players: Yes, look there and we will agree on changes...... most definitely. Will I import his spell
lists into mine for the full spell book strategy.... Lol.. but I would probably cherry pick certain ones to mostly recommend, because probably half the spells in this don't need a job (and I say half because I haven't read it all.... I want to be clear here ... I haven't read it all yet). I will also say that in my opinion we need a lot of such effects in the game, its just some
of them may need a bit of work. On the next sectionThe Great Artifact - perhaps some repetition of previous knowledge (non-FR) rod of seven parts ... I didn't want to read it... missed it. The next sectionI is going to skip around in this and pick some itemsRing cantrips: a handy item that lets you throw a few cantrips a day even if you don't know them. I also
point out here as well ... it also doesn't say that they should be on your class list. It requires tweaking, which makes me retch. We need some kind of temporary customization ritual or somesuch, so you can quickly set up an item like ten minutes and it's set up for, say, an hour and go above and above your set-up limit.... or come up with some rules for
smaller settings. I am need, so people don't have a few of them... but the rules for setting up get hairy with minor things like this. it makes things fodder that you can't imagine people people If it were a common point, and not very rare, it might make more sense, since smaller disciples without anything better can love these things.ring witchcraft - ideal. I don't
see a problem. Can you see the belt floating there?' needle fix - tailors will love this, as will repairmenscroll writing - niceoverall, most of the items seem to be those either missing from the game, or interesting backs. I liked this section. Then there are a few pages of trinkets, magic words, book titles, etc... that may or may not be useful, and I haven't seen this
before, they break into magical factions of worlds and give some alternative secret traditions and such. This can be helpful and I don't have much time to read it all right now. However, I see a section called Thayan Resurrection, so I'm intrigued to consider this. That being said, let me do it in the next post and just get it sent before something happens and
somehow I lose it all. All. elminster's guide to magic pdf download
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